Detection procedures for neuroblastoma cells metastatic to blood and bone marrow: blinded comparison of chromogranin A heminested reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction to tyrosine hydroxylase nested reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction and to anti-GD2 immunocytology.
Specific and sensitive tumor cell detection is becoming increasingly important for diagnosing and staging as well as for the therapeutic management of neuroblastoma patients. We propose a chromogranin A heminested reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (CgA hn RT-PCR) procedure for the detection of neuroblastoma minimal residual disease in peripheral blood and bone marrow samples. The results were checked in comparison with the presently available procedures (i.e., with the tyrosine hydroxylase nested RT-PCR [TH n RT-PCR] and with the immunocytochemical approach using anti-GD2 antibodies). Controls from healthy patients or from people with unrelated disease (12 samples of bone marrow and 23 samples of peripheral blood) and serial dilution experiments using neuroblastoma cell lines (SKNLP, SKNFI, STA6, STA8) showed CgA hn RT-PCR full specificity and sensitivity ranging from 10(3) to 10(6) (depending on the cell line). The results compared favorably with those obtained using TH n RT-PCR. Preliminary data obtained analyzing bone marrow and peripheral blood specimens from stage IV neuroblastomas showed substantially overlapping results between CgA and TH n RT-PCR procedures. Our data support the potential usefulness of CgA heminested RT-PCR as a specific and sensitive procedure for minimal disease detection in neuroblastoma. A prospective evaluation of this tool in clinical studies might be warranted.